their private copy(s); the library-resident model may be edited by anyone competent in using DSEE, but such changes should be undertaken only to implement modifications that are universally agreed to be improvementsexperimentation should be pursued in private copies.
FEATURES OF INITLAL BTA MODEL
The mad model lodged in the DSEE library is that developed by Auerbach after a critical study of the BTA l i n e geometry, and includes quadrupole magnet excitation functions provided by Bleser. 0 -This model starts at a canonical location of the Booster F6 septum, and \c does not address the question of a detailed model of the extraction trajectory within the septum; this issue is left for future improvements. modeling beyond this point requires transport matrices that are currently under development. Moreover, the version o f MAD currently in use does not handle user-supplied transport matrices properly. These developments are left for future improvements.
line, and derives drift lengths from these S coordinates. The S coordinates are specified in units of meters. The S coordinates are derived by Auerbach from a critical study of BTA prints and other data, and are maintained in the booster model database. derivation will be the topic of a future technical note. 0 -Quadrupole strengths are paxameterized in terms of the quadrupole currents, using a 4th-order power series expansion provided by Bleser; the parameters for the currents are initialized to zero. 0 -The corrector kicks are set to zero; a future enhancement might 0 -All markers have been denominated by their S coordinates measured in feet. 0 -The subline organization terminates sublines at dipoles, except that a parameterize these as a function of the corrector currents.
subline termination is provided at the stripping foil. Control System (AGSDCS) employs DSEE extensively to maintain many of t h e source f i l e s used to organize and administer the control network and to provide data to drive some of the control programs (e.g. start-up).
M E M O R A N D U M -2 -
Different libraries may be used by DSEE €or different purposes. named "mad" has been provided for storage of MAD source codes and of MAD models. Files in this library may be read and copied by anyone, without even using the DSEE program. However, modification of these files, and addition of files to this library can be accomplished only by using DSEE. The "mad" library may be found under the directory:
The BTA model within this library is named:
DSEE permits elements in a library to be modified only by use of a reservation mechanism. When a user reserve3 an element from a library, that element is copied into the user's working directory, where the user may edit that copy ad lib. the element is replaced back into the library. While an element is reserved by one user, no other user may reserve it (although an option is provided to make a "branch" on the element to permit simultaneous development). reserves an element, DSEE requires input of a description of the reason for the reservation. At any time thereafter, anyone may query DSEE to see who has an element reserved and why (and when). When an element is replaced, the reason for reservation may be edited to provide a description of the changes that were made. All replacements of an element are kept as a permanent record of development, including the user identity, replacement date, and change description. Each version of the element is also preserved, and comparisons of successive versions can be done to verify the changes that were made. version is identified both by a version number and its date.
A user may run DSEE by entering into a shell the command:
The first time you run DSEE you must specify: system, library, and model. Subsequent runs will recall this information from the last run. your system, then only the system command need be entered to recover system, library, and model from the last run when that system was used. to be issued the first time you run DSEE for the mad system are:
When the user has finished whatever development was to be accomplished, 9" 9.5' 9.5' 9.5 9.5' 9.5'
